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This handy manual fits right in a banjo case and covers tuning and unusual chord shapes Â¯ all

demonstrated with clear readable diagrams. It includes many fingerings for each chord, charts for

using chords in any key, a complete tuning chart and more.
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This chord book is fantastic. I wish I had gotten it a lot sooner. I have been playing for a couple

months now and this would have been a big help to me to get rolling a lot faster. It is laid out simply

by tuning and keys within each tuning. It also shows how to tune your banjo several different ways. I

believe that this would be handy even for the person who has been playing for awhile. I also believe

that this is better than a wall chart because you can easily put this in your case and take it with you

wherever you go. Very Satisfied!

I'm new to the banjo and the extensive list of chord diagrams has been somewhat helpful, not so

much in practice, but in fooling around and trying to transpose songs on my own. That being said, I

work in a printing press/book bindery and the binding is awful. For such a small book, a saddle stitch

(staples along the spine) would be a much better option. The book is impossible to keep sitting open

without cracking the spine and it's of little use to try and pin the pages down so that it doesn't close

on itself while you're trying to find the chord that you want.



I've been playing the banjo for years, but decided it would be helpful to have a good chord

reference, Larry Sandberg did an excellent composing this book, the design (to fit in the neck of

your banjo case) is an inspiration. The book is organized very well and a handy reference for the

banjo enthusiast.

it didn't make since. I dosent help. and the pages are to small. it should say how to play ad in

diferent styles. but it dosent

Can really rate this as I haven't really set down and used it. I really shouldn't say anything just for

that reason.

Fits right in the banjo case, easy read and reference. Smelled like an old library so has probably

been sitting somewhere for some time but the price was right so will live with it.

It is fair, but I don't think that it explains the chords to a beginner well enough. It helps a little.

I love this chord book. Whether i'm just picking or playing a song, every chord i'll ever need is within

these few pages. really handy to have around. and at just a few dollars, worth it.
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